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The definitive guide to understanding, diagnosing, and treating urologic disorders Ã¢â‚¬â€œ

completely updated with the latest clinical developmentsA Doody's Core Title for 2017!Smith &

TanaghoÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s General Urology, 18th edition offers a complete overview of the diagnosis and

treatment of the diseases and disorders managed by urologic surgeons. This trusted classic

delivers a clear, concise presentation of the etiology, pathogenesis, clinical findings, differential

diagnosis, and medical and surgical treatment of all major urologic conditions. The well-organized,

user-friendly design makes relevant clinical information and management guidelines easy to find

and simple to implement.Features:High-yield descriptions of the latest diagnostic modalities and

management protocolsMore than 1,600 illustrations and figures, including CT scans, radionuclide

imaging scans, and x-raysNEW chapter on robotic surgery in urologyExtensively updated chapters

on chemotherapy of urologic tumors, neoplasms of the prostate, and vascular interventional

radiologyIdeal for residents and medical students who require a concise and comprehensive

referenceGreat for board preparation
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I got this book to read as a primer to Urology prior to reading the definitive (and significantly more

detailed) text in the field, Campbell's.It's exactly what I was looking for. Would recommend.

I wish this book had more detail, but it definitely provides a broad overview of urology

Easy to read, great for medical students on urology rotation. Has just enough detail to be interesting

but not so much that your mind goes numb. It's 700 pages or so but it's easy to tear through this in

one 4 week rotation; there are several chapters that just don't need to be read and there are

sections that are obviously "skippable." I'd say about half the book is necessary high-yield info for

the rotation; the rest is nice to know, not-so-high-yield topics. So it reads more like a 400 pages

book.The major downside to this book is the editing. I'm not sure who edited the book but there are

typos all over the place and frequent contradictions throughout the book; sometimes a sentence will

be contradicted by the one immediately following it! It's nothing too major, but when they mean to

type HSV and they type HIV, that's a problem. Very different diseases!Overall I'd still recommend

this for a student who's strongly considering urology as a specialty. There's probably something

shorter for those who just want to get through the rotation.

Found this reference very helping in my new position at a urology practice. Would recommend to

any professional. Keep stocking it.

Gives you all the essential needed on your urology clerckship

Good information in a easy reading formGreat reference book

Gave me a solid understanding of common procedures performed in a urology office setting.

Excellent
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